FUNGUS GNAT
Sciaroidea family
Also known as fungus flies, these small, winded insects hang around
damp soil or new plants that are planted in rich organic matter. The gnats
themselves do not do any harm to the plant and only live for up to three
days, but in their larvae stage they tend to feed on material in the soil and
roots.
The larvae are white, 3-4mm long and can cause damage to tender or, in
cases where there is already damage, rotting roots.
PREVENTION
Soil that is too wet is a perfect breeding ground for fungus gnats.
Keep your indoor plant (other than ferns) on the dry side and water
sparingly. Check the moisture of your soil by sticking your finger into the
soil, if your finger comes out clean it means it is ready to water. Also, if
you are able, gently lift the pot to check its weight. If the pot is light, you
can water your potted plant.
A moisture meter can help you use the correct amount of water. Leave a
single meter in the same plant’s soil, otherwise the meter can become
inaccurate.
Keep outdoor pots in warm or sunny positions so the soil is not wet for
the remainder of the day.
ORGANIC TREATMENT
If able, let the soil dry out for longer between watering.

FUNGUS GNAT

PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS
Shop the Kings online store for all your gardening needs

KIWICARE HOUSEPLANT
INSECT CONTROL SPRAY
A spray specifically designed to control
houseplant insects. Easy to apply,
simply spray problem areas of affected
plants.

Spray around the affected plant’s roots with DEEM spray. This product is
organic with a blend of Debug and small amounts of neem oil.
Sundews are sticky carnivorous plants that can also keep fungus gnat
numbers to a minimum.
OTHER OPTION
Spray Houseplant Insect Control Spray around both soil and plants for
gnats.
Oil sprays can harm palms and ferns, spray DEEM around the roots
instead.

DEEM
An organic, biogro-certified spray
designed to repel and control insects.
DEEM is a mixture of Diatomaceous
Earth and Neem Oil.
Safe to also use on ferns and palms.

